PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
January 28, 2017[
SUBJECT: ARTICLE #2 AWARENESS
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo,
I hope all is good with you, and I send to you MY GOODNESS. Prosperousness to all my EARTH
children. This Article serves to open the mind and awareness of my children all over the EARTH.
I AM Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, CHREATOR of this EARTH and the only CHREATOR
over all CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND
ANYTHING INBETWEEN. No person or thing is higher than I.
A woman who Chreates life is called a CHREATOR. Only a Woman Can CHREATE. No
ban/man/male is a CHREATOR. No ban/man can CHREATE.
I CHREATED this EARTH, and no one, person, place, animal, insect, or thing has authority over my
rules and commands in my EARTHS and in all the CHREATIONS. Any person/persons who are
overriding my rules and commands are in violation, and they are penalties for violations.
I AM in command since MY Beginnings. My authority has been ongoing before my EARTHS open
and will not stop. No President, past president, authority, or leader has any authority to override,
change, or modify my commands, rules, or my authority.
1. Everyone is to read MY Articles and identify areas that are specific to their operations, so they
can immediately begin the transformation and transition process. Send this Article to all
Country leaders to be distributed to all States, Provinces, City, Town, Municipal leaders. Send
my articles to the United Nations as well, so each country leaders can have to distribute.
2. All CHREATORs are Black
3. Only Black can make milky white peoples
4. There are no White peoples in these Earths
5. All White peoples must have black in them or else they are liquid put, put
6. Caucasians are not White. There are different variation of colors of Caucasians.
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7. Some Caucasians have a pinkish skin and a blend between cream and pink. Some have a blend
between yellow and pink, blend between Pink with Black, Pink and Brown, Pink and Red, and
Pink and green, and all the colors of the bows/rainbow. Caucasians need calories in their daily
meal. Caucasians should drink eucalyptus juice often. They have some Asian enzymes and
molecules and should eat Asian foods as well. Caucasians skin is thinner than others, and they
need a lot of melon in their diet. Eat a variety of red, yellow, and other types of melon
frequently.
8. The federal government mix a lot of natural, real, and flesh Earth peoples together illegally.
Natural is always natural and is in the middle. Real skin is thinner, and flesh peoples are bigger
bones and meatier.
9. The federal governments and others cut-out many different parts of the other EARTHS and
piece them together in this Natural EARTH and in other EARTHS.
10. All State leaders are to be real natural flesh and blood peoples. No fake person. No duplicate
State leaders.
11. States, I need for the public inter connection websites, and the public people soft websites to
be accessible for all my children to use and to be protected from viruses and the other devel
germs.
12. This EARTH has a name. Why is it that no one use the Earth name and no one knows the
name of this EARTH? This is one of many EARTHS that exist in many different EARTH
forms. All chreations have a name.
13. All people sentencing stop in all countries immediately. All records expunged from criminal
activities. I AM the only judge. All my children are innocent. All business contracts disputes
are handled by expert private or public attorneys within the right time frame, and no work
overloading. All parties should get monetary and physical property reimbursements, and
resolved with all parties getting what they want to the best. Each state or province will pay the
defendants, plaintiffs, court, and attorney expenses that suit their desires.
14. Each State is take control of all federal government’s offices in that State. No more political
appointees. All political appointees give up all keys, and office belongings and vacate my
organizations/agencies. These released political appointees can speak with the State to get their
salaries if applicable. Select two women leaders from within each agency. One should be an
Analyst who has a Master’s degree. The other should be a Manager or Management person
who has a Master’s degree, from about the 3rd level down from the Top. Select two new woman
leaders from a pool of applicants in the business field, and with a degree related to that agency
field, and they are to have a Master’s degree. All newcomers are to go through an orientation
process where the overall goals and corresponding objectives are introduced. An organization
chart that is accurate is necessary. Each department/division’s goals and objectives are to be
introduced by each department. The organization’s objectives are the steps outlined to
accomplish each goal. The women should be cross cultural. American Indian, Oriental,
Caucasian, and Black. They will be the four leaders of the organization. Each organization is
to be divided into four major sections with each leader as head over a specific section. Each
section should have a variety of sub-sections under it. All employees should know what is
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happening to their agency and their jobs. They should be put at ease and know that they are
going through a transition process. They should be able to ask any questions they want. They
should be able to get their questions answered in a spoken and written format. They can ask
questions in a written format as well as spoken format at meetings. The responses to their
questions can be posted on their internal intranets so others who were not present can see the
questions and answers. The normal operations of each agency are not to be disturbed.
15. This EARTH and all the many other EARTHS outside of this round ball are not connected to
the heavens. Everyone in this EARTH is hiding and protecting ourselves from the insect devels
and the heavens. This EARTH is a closed round ball, and no people is to leave this EARTH to
go anywhere outside. Heaven is not inside of this EARTH or in near proximity to this EARTH.
As the devels wickednesses spread to many creations, the devels capture the heaven animal
creation, arrest the heaven, and control it. The heavens then became a devel wickednesses
creation place.
16. There are many different elevations of EARTHS inside this EARTH. Many of MY EARTH
creations inside, have been destroyed by the insect/animal/devels, who are today, the federal
government. My children all over this EARTH are crying out for help from the destructions,
terrors, disasters, horrors from especially the insect devels.
17. Everyone is to live in this EARTH in the right time and right condition for a total of 1,050
years. The different elevations of life in this EARTH have a different life span, and the total
life spans is 1,050 years. This natural Earth has a life span of 120 years. Each elevation of life
in this EARTH has a different name. You are to say: I command myself when I die to the
best place inside of this EARTH. Once you are dead, these are the spoken words to be said
over each person and then use the white rice water to spray all over the body. At a later time,
the right authority is to soak the person dead body in the white rice water, for the maximum of
two days and at the right time designated to do this. You should then use many essence oils
and spice oils to rub on the person and soak again for a number of hours before cremation (see
Article 1-1B for more). In the meanwhile, you are to drink the rice milk that is full of all the
parts with no reduction in the enzymes: calories, fat, gluten. You are to also drink the white
rice water often and put on your body then say the words above as well. See article 1-1B on
how to prepare the white rice water. When the right authority soak the dead body in the white
rice water, the body should be cremated about 6 to 7 days after. About two days before the
cremation, the body should be soaked in the essence flowers oil, oil from leaves, seasoning, and
spices thoroughly. The body should be cremated and the ashes put in a rusty metal pan that
was already covered with the chainy root, bougainvillea essence, etc. In the presence of the
family, then the right cemetery authority, or a family member, should add the distilled vinegar
to liquefy the persons remains. Then pour out and wash out the container in the deep, wavy,
salt, sea water. More detail of the cremation process is in Article #1.
18. You reaching the best place in this EARTH when you die is an automatic process; however, the
insect federal government devels, and others have destroyed the many EARTHS elevations, cut
many parts out, and disconnect many parts so your words are needed to seal this process, or
you may find yourself in the wrong area or a destructed area. You are to also say: I command
everything I own including all monies, and those things I do not know that I own, and
everything that belongs to me that others have stolen, to go with me anywhere I go all the time.
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19. No Church service, religious service, religions anymore in all EARTHS and all
CHREATIONS.
20. All cemetery professionals should get their frank machines or mint machines for their expenses,
so they can run an efficient cemetery service with no thoughts or speech about god, jesus, holy
spirit, or any religion.
21. All cemetery is to use the oil and juices of ganja, cannabis, lemon, pine/turpentine, and other
antiseptic to clean the floors, walls, roof, ceilings, and pots, pans, utensils, and all machines,
and equipment to keep the cemetery free of the devels. No use of any religious books or chants
or sayings anymore.
22. Federal government, stop bombing MY space areas and stop killing my children in the
Perspectile and other areas.
23. With immediate effect, each State is responsible to give monies to the families of all people
who has died. This is to help with celebration of the person’s life, for cremation of the dead,
and any other death expenses. Two or more person from a family can identify the dead, get
time off to watch the cremation process and to receive their dead in a rusty metal container that
is locked and seal. The family member should select the vinegar to use, test that it is vinegar,
and pour it in the metal container. Once the cremation process has been done, the person ash
remains should be carefully poured in the metal container and sealed shut. A rusty metal
funnel that has the chrisantimum and myrtle and bougainvillea protection on it, should be used
to ensure that all the ash gets in the container. There should be adequate vinegar to pour in the
container so it has a thin liquid. The metal container with the remains is to be placed by the
family member in a protected area of the cemetery and covered with rusty metal, the essence of
ganja oil, chrisantimum oil, cannabis oil, myrtle flowers and leaves oil, and bougainvillea
flowers and leaves oil. Each container for the remains should have specific identification that
is not erasable so each person know that the process is reliable and safe.
24. No more use of formaldehyde on dead people to rot the skin or to preserve at the cemetery or
anywhere the dead body is stored.
25. No more burial of dead bodies. All bodies are soaked in rice water then essence oil before
cremation and then liquefied with vinegar.
26. Each Cemetery is to have licensed professionals to do the transport of the remains and pour in
the salt sea water that has waves. They should have chartered boats that are safe and can carry
family and friends who want to be in the presence when the liquid remains are poured in the
salty sea. There should not be any particular spot designated for this purpose in the salty sea.
The family is to decide the depth of the ocean they want to use to release the remains. You
should not go in any dangerous tides or too far out beyond the sight of land. There should be
music and festivity during this process and a meal served to end the event. Those in attendance
can command the dead person to the best place in the Earth and the best place anywhere they
find themselves. All who are present can say these words before, during, and after the liquid
remains has been poured out.
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a. I command happiness, goodness, harmoniousness, joyfulness, and prosperousness in your next
life 200 trillion degrees times from now on.
b. I command security, protection, and safety on you in all the different times and in all places
you go to. Lock, Lock, Seal Commands 4 centrillion times.
c. I rid you and separate you from all devel possession and all devel presence 400 centrillion
times.
d. I command protection of ganja oil, sensemelia oil, cerasee oil, cannabis oil, bougainvillea oil,
myrtle oil, chainy root oil, geranium oil inside and outside your body and every place you go
600 centrillion degrees now.
e. I command protection on you with the ucalyptus oil and the sensemelia oil, inside and outside
of your body and your entire surroundings now and all ways in all times 300 million, billion
degrees.
f. I command protection on you with the natural and real essence oil.
g. For every person present here and our families, security, safety, protection and goodness on all
of us 400 gazillion times, as we depart and go our ways.
h. Everyone is to observe that the metal container has been washed out with the vinegar several
times and thrown in the sea. Then Palmolive or Tide soap to be poured in the metal container,
with some of the ammonia and water, then shake up and give to the cemetery personnel.
27. No one from the Living EARTH can come in this Natural EARTH or anywhere else. All
EARTH elevations and round ball peoples are to remain in their own round ball and their
elevation. The Living EARTH peoples live much longer than the Natural, Real, Flesh, EARTH
peoples. The living EARTH cannot wear rubber, plastics, metals camouflage effigies or statues
then pretend to be natural peoples, so they can lead or to do other illegal activities in this
Natural Earth or any other EARTHS.
28. The hole in the top of the EARTH is put there by the insect/animal devels, the federal
government, and others, so the devels can come in and out of the EARTH. The insect/animal
devels put this blame on all humans, and they then control our minds and tell us that it is
environmental problems, when it is the insect/animal devels that are the environmental
problems.
29. No Food is to be produced and transferred from other EARTHS to this Natural Earth or any
other EARTHS, and that is illegal.
30. The food and plants from other EARTHS are made with devel poison and bloat. The illegal
food poison our bodies and cause us to get bloated.
31. No human is to go inside another human’s body for any reason.
32. No devel is to go inside any human body for any reason.
33. No insect/animal/species is to go inside any human or each other body for any reason.
34. All MY EARTH Children are to use the Ganja juice and ganja oil to drink and pour on your
skin all over and put in your warm bath protection.
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35. Distilled ganja, sensemelia, cannabis, horalia, turpentine, marijuana, cherry leave essence,
peach leave essence, lemon grass, white sage, mcback, sorrel, dandy lion, orange skin, lime
skin, orange flowers, lime flowers, citrus flowers, Seville orange/bitter orange, etc. are to start
production and distribution immediately.
36. Real natural salt with no plastic and synthetic must be sold immediately.
37. All plastic and synthetic blend of salt to be taken off the shelves
38. No food group should be reduced from any contents of fat, cholesteroil, starch, gluten, or any
other enzymes.
39. All foods must be produced the natural normal way with no particles, enzymes, molecules
removed from them.
40. All wines and spirits to be produced with no enzymes, molecules, or any part removed or
reduced.
41. Wines and spirits distillers should add an amount of sensemelia and a touch of ucalyptus to the
products to add protection. The devels have gotten in all wines and spirits.
42. Wines and spirit distillers are to clean all equipment, floor, walls, drums, containers, pipes,
tubes, with the antiseptic of myrtle flowers and leaves, bougainvillea flowers and leaves and
also use the ganja as a cleaning agent.
43. The insect/animal rubber devels kill over and over, all the leaders of this EARTH who knows
how to rid and control the insect/animal devels. These insect/animal devels came in these
areas, kill, take over, and continue to control my children. The federal government is not your
friend, they are one of your highest enemies and killer.
44. Police Departments, Hospitals, medical centers, health care facilities, etc., stop asking your
patients questions of the following nature: Are you going to kill yourself?, or hurt someone?,
do you hear someone speaking to you?, do you see visions or things, or are you schizophrenic
or bipolar?. It is illegal to ask these questions.
45. Medical facilities and others it is a fact that many people do hear and see other peoples, you
cannot see. At times, we can see those who violate our bodies and are destroying us. When
our bodies are opened by the federal government or others, we do feel the stings, pinch, burn,
torches, bites, nibble, stabs, jabs, and the headaches and the vector cut of our bodies and the
emptiness. We also hear the devels speaking to us. These violations are of the federal
governments and other leaders.
46. Employers are not to use any form of schizophrenia or bipolarism to terminate, or prevent a
person from being hired or promoted. Questions about schizophrenia should not be on the job
application form, this is illegal. Schizophrenia or bipolarism is the result of the federal/republic
governments destroying the person’s body and then get inside the person and control what he
or she says and do. Protecting with Ganja drink , White rice water drink, Ucalyptus drink, and
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Sensemelia drink, help prevent schizophrenia and help to ward off the federal insect devels and
kill them as well.
47. All forms of military and combat units are reduced 30% with immediate effect. The State pays
the workers until they find new jobs. Give each person 2 month’s transition before weaning
them from state salary.
48. All workers who are out of a job, the State pays you no less than your last job until you find a
new job. Each State is to help transition workers to new jobs and to help anyone who desires or
want to create their own job/commerce.
49. If a worker has skills and knowledge he or she wants to develop commerce/business. The state
is to help the person prepare a business plan. Then the State work with the employees to
develop the physical commerce. The state work with each person to secure physical office or
work space. Then hire the right employees and train them so they the right skills. The state
give each commerce/business owner their own frank machine so they can pay for expenses.
The state supports the commerce for between one to two years until the business is being
productive and efficient. If for any reason that person may decide that he or she does not want
to continue to manage that business, the state will take it over and sell it to someone who wants
to operate the business, or the State can help to run the business until a better solution is found.
The state can also help to dissolve the business and to continue paying the workers. The state to
help develop the different sections of the business, and help them with ribbon cutting, connect
them with Chamber of Commerce, and show them how to navigate that industry.
50. The State to give the State and local Chamber of Commerce their own frank machines and help
them develop the Chamber of Commerce with all the various parts that are necessary. State to
help them have access to training and development necessary for their development as a
Chamber.
51. There is no longer any Democratic or Republic party in the US. All politics and political
parties are over immediately. Politics means multiple ticks that sucks out the blood and life
from our bodies and our environment and that is where we are today. We are all dried out from
the ticks sucking us out.
52. There will not be any party system in this EARTH. We are all peoples of this EARTH. We
have one mind and one destiny. Our goal is to support each other, help each other, love each
other. The leaders will be chosen from the resume/curriculum vitae provided. They will be
face to face interviews by various panels of people with mixed colors and mixed cultures. The
interview panels will be chosen by a similar process like choosing a jury panel of mixed colors
and mixed cultures. The interviewing panel will select candidates who are from mixed cultures
and mixed colors, recommend the selected candidates, and a decision made of who to be
identified as the leaders.
53. I AM the Leader of All MY EARTHS, in MY absence your women leaders are in charge. Each
EARTH is to have your own leadership and never lead by this Natural EARTH leadership. No
other leader from no other EARTH is to come or go inside your EARTH and you cannot come
or go into any other EARTH.
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54. Each Earth is to have flesh and blood women leaders who are not plastic, rubber, metal, fiber,
electronics, mechanics, etc.
55. Each State is to seek out and find the families or their generations and pass on to them their
lands/monies/estate fund/trust funds that has not been given to them.
56. All government seals, emblems, epaulettes, stamps, etc. have devels and sorcery in them. All
government seals, stamps, emblems are burned out and END. Do not use these anymore. You
can print the name of the state on the letter heads and envelopes but do not use any seals or
emblems.
57. The Eagle is not to be used anymore on emblems or anything, so find ways to faze them out as
soon as possible.
58. Devels are in the police and military uniforms, so they need to be cleaned out with blue
powder, and holy water whenever the uniforms are cleaned. Change the cleaners you are
currently using. Change the cleaning solution used for police officer’s clothing, as the devels
may be in the cleaning services and in the starch or cleaning solutions they use.
59. The devels may also be in the bullet proof vests, hats, gloves, and shoes.
60. With immediate effect, no hiring of any new police officers. All police training schools are
closed and no further training. Those currently on training should get a salary until they find
new jobs.
61. With immediate effect, I have given approval for everyone (all my children) to speak loudly as
often as you can, anytime you want, any place you are in. You should also demand loudly
anything you want, especially if service and products are of low quality.
62. No more usage of guns, stun guns, or baton on anyone, as they are filled with devels. All
police officers use pepper spray first and last resort tear gases. Police should know that with
immediate effect, I have given approval for everyone (all my children) to speak loudly as often
as they can, anytime they want, any place they are in. They should also demand loudly
anything they want, especially if service and products are of low quality.
63. Police officers can never jab any person in their shoulders or jab them on any place on their
body when they are taking them in their custody, to pretend that the person is resisting arrest.
64. No police can speak harshly, rough, hard, or attack any person in any of my creations on duty
or not.
65. Police means multiple lice insects. Poly means many. Lice also sucks out the blood from
humans.
66. No more federal government/republic operation of any agency.
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67. All persons who have been starved or not gotten any meals including water and juice while in
police custody, are to file a claim with the state against the police station whether or not you
had made any complaints about it prior.
68. Communities are to develop Essence Entry Spas and herbal foods. In these places, there are
essence bath to remove varying ailments including devel possession. The owners will use the
distilled essence that have everything in them. Do not use any essence that is pressed or have
any reduction of fat, calories, gluten or removal of any enzymes. The person should eat essence
food, get essence bath, and use the incense or candle to burn out the devels and for people to
become stabilized. The Essence Entry workers can also do home visit, where they would assess
the home, and recommend cleaning, so that the community is protected. Essence food is boiled
yellow yams, boiled green bananas cooked with some holy water in the pot, white rice cooked
with holy water, and vegetables slightly steamed in holy water. The chicken, pork, or fish with
holy water included in the regular seasonings and French onions as well if available.
69. If any of my children become sick from devel possession, they are to be taken to the Essence
Entry places and not prison or jails. Thy are to get their baths and their ganja drink and herbal
medications to be taken. There should also be places near the essence entry facilities where my
children can spend a few days getting themselves restored.
70. All homes seized by the bank since 2000 for foreclosures are to be given back to the home
owner. If already sold, the state to provide the home owner with a similar home free of charge.
71. All government workers are to find new private sector jobs if you are laid off because of this
transitions. Your private sector job should not be connected to your past public job experience.
72. No country should be fighting against each other or have wars inside the country. No person
should live in wants or needs. All forms of wars are devel insurrections. All wars END
immediately.
73. Some of the same devels we have today, tortured the people they named Jews, as Jews is not
their name, and Hebrew is not their language. These insect devels distort my children’s true
identity, distort the writings in the books, tell lies, and distort their stories.
74. The EASTER story is about the death of a UPPER Top-Ranking woman who helped many
people to be restored in Israel, and who wrote the book of Paul. Her name is not Paul.
75. Do not use the Jesus crucifixion story anymore. Jesus and another are the thieves.
76. The bible and many holy books as they are called, are replicas that have been in use for many
eons/eras in many older creations infested with the devels. The words are given to people to
write, and the places and things in this EARTH are added to make them seem real or true.
There are some events that are factual, but the Israel stories have been distorted and the truth is
missing and fabricated.
77. All religions in this EARTH are illegal and are controlled mostly by Jesus camouflaging
himself and pretending to be different forms of god.
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78. It is for you to know that god is the devel. You can say: I am not under god. I am myself
and no insects, animals, species, d-mans, b-man, devels have authority over me. A d-man
is a lower level D level job, he is not at the top, he is somewhere at the bottom, and he wants to
be the very highest. Some d-maness are others who are not devel followers, but the devel force
them to join the devel mafia and put them as his workers. A b-man is a batty man.
You can also say: the following:
79. I do not pay allegiance to the flag, as the flag is a thing. An allegiance is a commitment to
the flag. All laws in this EARTH are illegal. The illegal laws of the country are represented
by the flag. The flag is a thing. When the flag says go here or there, you have go as whatever
the highest law says, you have to do it.
80. I do not pay allegiance to the national anthem as it is insect devel control anthem. It is the
song of the (ants them) who are insects. The anthem is the ant insect song for you to worship
them and not about nationality. Worshipping is giving devels the power and control over you
and your destiny.
81. When you worship, you come together for the purpose of god. The devels sucks you out during
the worship and take from your body. A few religions get some protection. When they use the
holy water, incenses, and the candles there is an amount of protection in those places. The
Catholic churches still have more protection than most. The Protestants do not have much
protection and are extremely wide open to devels transformation and corruption.
82. This EARTH has always had protectors and the devels kill them one after the other, and we
exist in constant torture from the federal government and others. The federal injects our bodies
with poison that kills us. The federal injects your inside body protectors, kill them, and then
the federal gets inside as terrorist and tear our body down. Some of you do have protectors in
your body, and the federal government wants to unprotect you. You need to drink the white rice
water, bitter cirasee drink, and the ganja several times per day to protect yourself.
83. In the past, there were many community centers that were set up so people will know what to
use to protect against the devels. This center provided many information that a person may
need including where to get your allowances, banks, post offices, etc. The center operators
would also know what the devels are doing in this natural earth and in the other earths inside of
our round ball. They would also get information on the other Earths who are above our round
ball. In the community centers, they also discussed the devel attacks on their lives. The
Church name was developed and replace the community center name and the duties were the
same. A number of women leaders would be there to give information, advise what herbal
essence to use, and let the people know what to do. There were different community centers set
up in different countries based on their cultures. The devel took this community gathering and
leadership and transform it to religion, religious lies and gatherings being led by men.
84. A temple hall or temple is devel worshipping place where they do sorcery, use high powers,
and plan how to kill, destroy, and torture others, even other devels like them.
85. When our environment is protected, it is more difficult for the insect devels to get in us. Many
times, the federal use enforcers from many heavens and many bad places to overpower an
entire country and seize the country. The feds and others tells of wars causing by the peoples,
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when it is the federal who are killing and destroying the countries and taking from the
countries. Syria is one of those countries the federal and other devels are terrorizing and
unprotecting the peoples causing them to live in the open air where the devels can destroy their
bodies. Then the devels destroy their home and under their homes looking for and removing
enzymes in the soil and much more, that the devels believe is under the earth and of great value
to them. Iraq and Afghanistan are some of the most recent terrorisms by the federal government
and others to destroy my children and my properties.
86. Chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) is the best protection for the air and the easiest to use. It comes in
liquid, powder, and spray form. CFC can be used in any of the form in your home. Start using
the CFC immediately.
87. Making smoke from all dried leaves is another protection for the air. The smoke is to be
directed to the sky so the devels hiding in the skies will be burned to death.
88. The September 11 disasters and all other disasters are the federal insect terrorist disasters, and
they are the same devels who create the TSA to further terrorize our bodies and our
environments, and some of them are mad ants insects. No person in this EARTH caused the
September 11 incident. The federals and others are destroying my properties and taking from
me and taking from you, so we cannot enjoy what is ours.
89. Fasting is extremely dangerous. Fasting depletes your bodies of nutrients and enzymes, and it
is usually the time when the devels feast the most, vampire on your body for your blood, and
gets inside and tear you down. The devels usually plans when they want to feast and sends the
message through the religious leaders to start fasting. The devels are planners and they have
many who can carry out their work swiftly and knows what to remove from your body because
the food protection is not in your body.
90. When the devels put people in prison and keep them there, it is a planned event, and the person
cannot get out until the devels release them. During that time, the devel keeps the person food
less and liquid less, so the devels can remove all the devels want from their bodies.
91. You do not know who you are and the purpose of your lives. The federal government knows,
and the feds plans how to interrupt your future and how to kill and terrorize you.
92. The federal governments, Republics, and all variations of devels are nunca/nuncas
What is god?
93. G in god is gnat’s insect of many different types, sizes, colors, height, and weights. They are
tied up in many knots and sometimes it is difficult to distinguish one from the other as they
morph into each other. One insect can have many centrillions of insects inside of himself and
they are reduced to the smallest particles. O in god is, osmosis devel power and saucery power
attached to many tools, equipment, and huge objects. For example, the devels use vectors to
get in our bodies, computers, open our homes, and to open the earth. The vector is used to split
our bodies in many different bodies and one person can be vectored to have for example 10
versions of that person. Your sensors are disconnected and you do not know that you have
been cut up. You may begin to develop coughs, sneezing, wheezing, colds, etc. Your cut outs
exist in other environments and they sometimes do not know how they got there, and they do
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not know that their natural exist in the natural. They are lost. Drinking the rice water and
saying: I command my complete self together, will help. You should pour the white rice
water all over your body, on your head, and in the private areas. Take at least one warm bath
per day, so the rice water gets in your skin. Once you have been vectored, you do not know. It
is best for all to use the rice water and command yourself together, it will protect your full self.
You can also say: I lock, lock and key myself inside my body one trillionth times. You can
increase the numbers or use any variation of numbers.
94. The O is Osmosis that brings about change or transformation in a wicked and destructive
manner. Many devels name has O in them. For example Oriasis, Orion, Oracle, Obam.
Soaking in the white rice water, rubbing it all over from head to toes, and drinking it every day
can help to protect against the vector cuts that the devel use to take you over and to harass you
in the jobs and on the streets. The U and the Y are protected letters, and the devels attach many
bad things to unprotect them.
95. D - in the word god is the devels. Devels are the insects, animals, species. In one of the earlier
chreations, a man is said to be the devel and he wanted to become a woman so he could create
and lead as a woman. When it was explained to him that only a woman is a chreator and the
leader of life, he still wanted to be a woman so he could do women’s job, and so he did many
wicked things to gain this knowledge including creating wickednesses.
96. For example, this devel uses laws to rule and control. He puts men in women clothing and have
men wear long robes in the court of justice, and religious places. Whenever a man does a
woman’s job it causes conflict with the environment and nothing is right. The man can also
develop female tendencies, as the devels inject him with women enzymes in order for them to
think and act like women. For some men, the injection destroys their bodies rapidly while
others are destroyed at a slower pace.
97. The devels do a lot of harming, terroring, isolating, bordering, insurrecting, blaming, famining,
droughting, hungering, disastering, ozoning, distorting, transposing, stealing, deceiving,
monopolizing, destructing, and other wickednessing to destroy everywhere.
98. The man devels attack both the animal places and the insect places, as the man devels cannot
find happiness. The insect devels wander away from their normal creation because many
conflicts and many bad events erupted in their boroughs. The main devel uses the animal and
insects to do his work, and they cannot do their work. The main devel’s work is first while the
real work of the insect and animal is pushed behind. The main devel uses force, law, and
orders to get the insect and animals to do the work of the devel. The main devel turned the
insect and animals lives around and creates mayhem, and he uses them to wear effigies, statues
and dress like women, men, boys, girls. Some animals and insects even wear human like teeth.
The main devel uses these animals in this Earth and they wear a bluish, greyish inflatable suit
made with silt and lead inside. The silt and lead is to add weight, so they can walk in this earth
and move around as this earth is heavy. After a while, because the man devels refuse to change
or to stop the terror, they became insects. Then the man devels began to turn humans into
insects and animals as well. The insect devels began to give humans animal names, animal
languages, and animal features. The devels takes humans and force them to become devels.
Then he uses them to transform humans into devels. At times, the devels control many
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chreations and become the main leader, as he uses trickery, sorcery, many different powers, and
force to overpower the creations.
99. These insect/animals federal devels open up your minds and bodies illegally to put in their
words and their instruments of wickedness power. They tear down your bodies and possess
you so they can do anything, anytime, anywhere, anyhow, with anyone they want to use and to
destroy. You cannot do anything to stop them. You cannot control what they put on you, for
them to use to destroy you. You cannot control your speech when they are conflicting. You
cannot control their activities in you when they want you to fight or to do harm to anyone. They
have many mechanics, and commands to control the natural peoples, animals, and insects, that
you cannot imagine.
100. No one in this EARTH sinned. Only the devels can sin. No one in this EARTH did anything
wrong to cause poverty, lack, pain, illness, corruption, or any bad things to themselves or any
other living or dead existence. These are all lies told to you for you to not have any joy,
happiness, or prosperity. These are told to you so the devel possession continue, and you live
in fear, torture, harassment, bullying, terror, oppression, suppression, harshness, and many
wickednesses inflicted on you. The devels told you these lies for you to feel guilty and
ashamed. Only the devels can feel guilty. Only the devels are shame and disgrace. Grace is a
bad word for humans to use. Sin is a bad word for humans to use. You can say these words:
Shame and disgrace to you insect devels. Shame and disgrace to you animal devels.
Shame and disgrace to you species devels. Shame and disgrace devels.
101. There are many different species of devels who come into the earth and use their powers. They
unprotect you, and you do not know how to stop the deaths and the killings that are
unexplained. The federal governments have a lot of devel connections, and they do overtake
each other inside the earth. They destroy the earths, while they are destroying themselves. All
EARTH peoples and the environment must be cleaned out. We must drink and eat the right
foods to protect our bodies, as the devels are many and we are a few.
102. This EARTH is not created with insects. This EARTH has plant Bunts which are the bees and
the wasp that work together to ferment the plant by pollinating them and then we have a supply
of fruits and flowers. The bunts have a tube that they use in the pollination process.
103. The Earth was chreated with a large number of animals, and the devels add animals that are not
of the EARTH.
104. The bees must be protected and so we can get the honey from them to use. We are not to use
the honey from the cedar wood or the plain honey as they are not protected. Devel likes honey,
but not the essence honey or the flowers honey.
105. The cedar wood is NOT the one used to make the coffin for burial, as it is easy for the devel to
get in the wood with not much worry about being killed. The best wood to use is the black
mahoe wood.
106. Immediately end the TSA. Airlines are to use their own screeners and not the TSA machines.
The TSA is killing all humans in many different ways you do not know. The TSA has scanners
like the full body scanner that looks through our bodies at high radiation frequencies. Many of
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the devels use the various scanners to look through the eyes of the TSA screeners to scan our
bodies. When they see what we have in our bodies, they go after us and try to kill and destroy
us on our jobs and in the communities. The devels will do anything (kill others and say it is
you) to get the person in either the hospital or the prison where the devels can peruse the body to
search for what the devels want. Then the devels take a lot from you, and you are left empty
and lost. The devel can then enter and exit your bodies with no problems. You do not know
what your eyes cannot see and what your brain do not tell you.
107. The physicians cannot tell you what they do not know and what they cannot see with their eyes.
Many times the devels take over the physicians, chemist, and scientists experiments distorting
their work and their reports, as the devels do not want the truth to be told. The devels also take
over the physician’s eye sights, their minds, and their speech and words come out of their mouth
that they did not think or say.
108. No more plastic creation of airplanes for passengers to fly in. All airplanes made from plastics
are to be retired and only metal, iron, aluminum, and steel of the highest quality are used in the
manufacturing of parts, body, and electronics. The airplanes must have the protections make in
them of the ganja, marijuana, cannabis, sensemelia, turpentine, etc.
109. Boeing and others must dig out the spray airplanes from storage that were used to treat the air
and the plants from the insects devels. The spray airplanes must start spraying all areas with the
ganja and the sensemelia starting in March 2017. New modified spray airplanes must be built
and distributed made from metal/iron not plastic.
110. All sanitation cleaning trucks are to be equipped with either, pine action, or pine sol, or
lavender mistolin, and palm olive soap to clean the streets. Another truck will follow to spray all
areas of the street and sidewalks with the distilled ganja that will not leave any color stain on the
concrete. The ganja is the best to use. If not, then the cannabis can be used.
111. Animal and insect creators are called Zees
112. Federal government, stop transporting through the top of the EARTH. Stop distributing in
many areas and countries alligators, crocodiles, sheep, mules, donkeys, lizzards, bears, cats,
dogs, snakes, plastic, and rubber people etc. These animals and insects are illegal and are no to
be in my EARTHs.
113. In mid-November, 2016, there were a lot of low lying unusual fog and particles flying in the air
both day and night and continue until today. I saw a lot of this small particles again today
1/26/17, and I know that it is the insect animal federal and others who are destroying the
EARTHS. This is not a natural happening. The federal government is killing us and destroying
the air. The insect/animal/species devels do not care, as they do not want my children the to
have any joy or happiness.
114. I have seen on the TV this week, where a man was put in prison for asking questions or for
speaking his minds. Your rights have been taken away from you by the federal government.
Everyone can speak their minds and ask questions and make noise during the day if they want
to do so. In the places where they call Islamic countries, the loud speakers in the mosques were
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created there to make loud noises as the insect devels do not want to hear noise, and they live in
our communities and get comfortable if we do not chase them out.
115. With immediate effect, I want for all the Islamic Mosques to use their loud speakers to make
loud noises instead of calling to prayer. The loud speakers in the community centers, that
devels use for Mosques, were put in place to chase out the devels. You could say the words or
protection listed in below in the loud speakers. Every country had different process that they
adopted to rid them of the devel wickedness and torture.
116. The Federal government has changed the names of banks, Airlines, and many corporations to
distort my name from them and to take over my Chreations.
117. All Banks, telecommunications, phone service, Airlines reverse to your original name in my
articles immediately. No fake articles to be used.
118. The only person who can write Articles is me. All articles written that are not me are invalid.
119. The District of Columbia has my article records, and it is public information for all my EARTH
children to see any public records in the District of Columbia without reserving time ahead.
120. The White House, Senate Buildings, Pentagon visit is anytime within the 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
per day without any reservation.
121. The federal government has the vector on your bodies and they vector and open your bodies
any time they want.
122. The federal government has the zoning scanners that they can zone in on anyone and find them.
Then they torture, abduct, and terrorize you. They create conflict and events to get you in
trouble and you cannot do anything about what they are doing, as they have devels sorcery
powers and osmosis powers on you. They use them on me daily.
123. All federal governments operations are illegal and transferred to the States.
124. The States are in charge of taking over the federal agencies operations, and not the devel
cartels, mafia, or devel wickednesses from the federal/republic governments.
125. There is no need for Secret Service; the state will pay your salaries until you find new jobs.
126. There is no need for the Justice department; the state will pay your salaries until you find new
jobs.
127. The federal government changed the names of many of my book stores, book publishing
companies, and they put the publishers in extreme expense and strictness so that it is difficult for
my children to get their books printed. The cost of printing books, distributing, and marketing is
so exorbitant that my children have to go self-publishing, and that is not what I have in place to
be used.
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128. The federal government squeeze out every happiness from out of my children and their growth
and development so much that their lives is just struggling daily to make ends meet.
129. Many authors cannot get their books published as the federal tricks, semantics, strictness, and
cost, pushes them away and delay their publishing. For example, ‘Xlibris publishing is not the
right name of the book publishing company. The original name of the publishing company does
not have X in it. Most words with an X is there because devel put an X or a curse on that place
or business. The devels usually do that because the devel cannot get in to have their ways, and
so the devels will do anything to destroy them.
130. Effective immediately all book publisher’s fees are reduced 60 % with effective from the year
2000. Authors get in their package a contract to be signed by an attorney that ensures that the
publishers keep their word. The authors get included in their publishing package, 100 percent
marketing and promotion of their work. They get lifetime royalties, and full editing including
revisions of paragraphs and structures to ensure the stories and the information is accurate, make
sense, and is of value to the reader.
131. The US Senate is illegal in the EARTHs. The Senate is most often a dog animal. It can also be
an insect or a specie.
132. The State senators are legal and they work for the State. The State leaders/leader has higher
status than the Senators.
133. In the absence of myself or the Commission, the States offices are in charge.
134. The State leadership last for six (6) years and the leader cannot repeat as the leader.
135. Effective immediately, the Department of State (DOS) is now being run by the State of
Georgia. The Department of State is to be called the Department of State of Georgia For All
States. The DOS is under the State of Georgia leadership control. It handles international
affairs, and some local jurisdiction designated by the State leaders. The Georgia Department of
States for All States is to be located in the Pentagon Building. The Pentagon building is to have
offices for all the States Representatives. The State of Pennsylvania is working on taking control
of the Pentagon building so the States offices can be set up.
136. The year 2000 is the time I should have been activated. The federal government and others
blocked me and did many wicked things to prevent the happening, and they have been
preventing my progress and ability to help you. The federal want you to starve, dry out like the
Falkland Islands, and to become destitute. The federal government have stolen my EARTHS.
137. Mexico is not the right name for my North Continent Chreation. It is Mesico, and as you can
see, the devels have Donald Trump working against humans, and against prosperity, and against
survival.
138. I have set up a web site where you can view my 2017 Articles at naturalearthforall.com.
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Words of Protection
These are some of the words to use to protect you. Say these words when you need to reverse the devel
power:
a. Nothing bad happen in the Earths
b. Everything is good in the Earths
c. Nothing bad happen to the EARTH
d. I put happiness, goodness, harmoniousness, joyfulness, and prosperousness in the Earths
e. I put security, protection, and safety on me and all of the Earths
f. I rid myself and separate myself from all wickedness
g. I protect myself with the ganja oil, sensemelia oil, cirasee oil, cannabis oil inside and outside
and every place I go
h. I protect myself with the ucalyptus oil and the sensemelia oil, inside and outside of my body
and my entire surroundings
i. I protect myself with the natural essence oil
j. I cut and cross you, I damn and blast you, I cut and carve my way
k. I undo all devel wickednesses
l. I turn off all the devels turn on
m. I reverse the devels right back to the devels creators and creations 3 trillion times
n. All bad things that the devels do, I reverse 2 trillion times now
o. All wickednesses are reversed to the devels now
p. All federal government wickednesses are exposed and reversed to them 4 trillion times
q. All devel police wickednesses are exposed now and reversed to them 2 trillion times
r. All devel court wickednesses are exposed now and reversed to them 4 trillion times
s. All TSA wickednesses are exposed and reversed to them 2 trillion times now
t. The Justice systems is exposed and all wickednesses are reversed to them 2 trillion times now
u. Congress wickednesses are exposed and all wickednesses reversed to them right now
v. All the devels helpers are exposed now
w. The devel Senate wickednesses are exposed an all wickednesses reversed to them right now
x. I burn out all the devels with the natural essence and the ending finality fires now 2 million
trillion times
No one is to translate my writings, or change the meaning of my words. You can only distribute what I
give you permission to distribute. You can read exactly what I wrote, but do not interject any of the
devels in my writings and my messages.
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
CHREATOR OF THIS EARTH
I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING
INBETWEEN
GOLD OVER GOODNESS (GOG)
OH MY GOODNESS
MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
MY LOVE
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